A subway on a computer chip

Today, every computer chip - about the size of a thumbnail - includes more than two billion transistors for data generation and over ten kilometers of the finest copper wire, through which electrical currents exchange information between the transistors. This is anything but an optimal situation: it is as if, in a city the size of Vienna, all the inhabitants could only move about on foot. In his LIT project, Dr. Moritz Brehm has taken on the task of building a “subway” on a computer chip: selected copper wires will be replaced with optical fibers, through which information can be transferred not only many times faster but also more energy-efficiently and with reduced heat losses.

To achieve this goal, Brehm is taking an approach that is unique to his research team: the team uses a trick to convert silicon, an indirect semiconductor, into a direct one. This makes energy transfer possible.

In a clean room, a layer of germanium - only a few atoms thick - is allowed to form on a layer of silicon. Germanium and silicon crystals, out of which computer chips are made, are very similar. However, the spacing between germanium atoms is greater than that in silicon. Stresses therefore develop in the layer of germanium that has formed on the silicon, leading to irregularities on the surface called quantum points.

Brehm uses ion implantation to “plant” an additional atom in the quantum points, creating a defect, and charged particles - electrons - are then caught on this defect. Due to a quantum mechanical phenomenon known as Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle, electrons caught in this way make it possible to make a direct semiconductor and so an improved light emitter out of silicon.

The project’s first breakthrough was achieved in May, and one could say that the “tunnel” for the subway was finished: the first quantum point based LEDs out of silicon that function efficiently at room temperature. “Naturally this is important, as in the future we don’t want to have to refrigerate our computers to be able to use them,” says Brehm.

The next step is now to build an electrically-powered nanolaser that can be integrated into the chip. Doing this requires LEDs and a resonator in which light signals are amplified by tiny, perfectly-aligned mirrors. The goal is to develop a prototype at the LIT which researchers around the world can continue to refine.

“In the meantime, silicon photonics has rapidly developed to a billion-Euro market,” says Brehm. “We are competing with major players like Intel, the University of California Santa Barbara, University College London and the Jülich Research Centre.”

If copper conductors are replaced with optical fibers, the processing power of computers could be increased virtually at will.
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